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Professor Thinkalot's adventures teach children
principle values of life in a fun way.
Sometimes big stories happen in small places.
Sometimes big things happen to small creatures.
This is one of those stories . . . Cecil is a toad. A
toad busy doing what any other toad does with its
days--judging the pond splashing contest (Reggie
the fly is usually the honorary winner by dint of his
five-day lifespan), or visiting his friends, Jeff the freerange hamster, Rayray the lizard, Jeremy the worm,
or Sprout the frog. And, of course, trying to keep
clear of the local hawk. But when Cecil discovers a
freeway construction project aimed right at the pond,
he knows he has to come up with a plan to save his
home. But what can a small group of amphibians
and a reincarnating fly do against construction
vehicles and a steady onslaught of hot asphalt?
Cecil isn't sure, but he knows they have to try.
Stinky PuppiesA Funny Sing-Along Book for
Children That You Can Sing to the Melody of Single
Ladies
This state-of-the-art Handbook provides a
comprehensive understanding and assessment of
the field of global supply chain management
(GSCM). Editors John T. Mentzer, Matthew B.
Myers, and Theodore P. Stank bring together a
distinguished group of contributors to describe and
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critically examine the key perspectives guiding
GSCM, taking stock of what we know (and do not
know) about them.
Stinky Face has a lot of questions, and his patient
mama always knows how to reassure her little Stinky
Face with the right answers! This time, Stinky Face
is struggling with confidence and having some
doubts about his abilities. Luckily, Mama knows the
magic words: "You can do it, Stinky Face!" Readers
will enjoy Stinky Face's wild adventures while being
reassured that it's okay to feel afraid sometimes. But
they have the strength to overcome it -- just like
Stinky Face does. A perfect year-round Stinky Face
story with a gentle nod to graduation and transitions!
Safe for all ages.
The second book in the Animal Sing-Along Series,
Stinky Puppies will have you and your child laughing
and smiling from ear to ear as you read or sing along
to the melody of "Single Ladies." So, be ready to "lift
your paws up!"Everyone loves puppies. But even the
cutest puppy can turn into a stinky puppy if they
aren't given the attention they need. This hilarious
book reminds children of the responsibility that
comes with a new dog and what can happen when
you don't take that responsibility seriously. Here's a
hint: it definitely isn't pretty, and it's also super stinky.
Kids will love this cumulative and hysterical readaloud that features a free downloadable song!
This scrapbook is especially designed for children to
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help them to remember their unique and sometimes
complicated journeys through life. Scrapbooking
provides an outlet of expression that may not be
available in any other form. Families get involved
and show their children how much they love them by
helping them fill in the pages of this book. Author
Karen Jean Matsko Hood has written My Holiday
Memory Scrapbook for Foster Kids to keep those
special memories, reflections, and thoughts in a safe
place for your child. Help them fill it with
photographs, memoirs, stickers, and awards to
complete the book of memories that will be treasured
for life. As they grow and add more to their
scrapbook, you, along with the rest of the family, will
spend hours browsing through the scrapbook and
remembering all of those special times together.
Stinky, a monster who lives in a swamp, gets upset
when a boy named Nick starts hanging around his
swamp, and so he tries to scare Nick away.
A must-have for readers of Smithsonian's No Way . .
.Way! Road Trip and No Way . . .Way! Are You My
Dinner? A stinky plant that smells like a corpse? A
forklift suspended by sticky glue? Sneaky robbers
dressed as cops? No way! But way! It's all true and
all fun to read about in this snappy book of cool facts
and photos from across the Smithsonian's vast
collections.
What's that I see? Four more stinky stories that are
sure to enliven anyone's day! Included in this
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fartabulous foursome: CAPTIVE AUDIENCE Three
men, one blonde secretary, a jammed up elevator,
and a series of ghastly, deadly farts. What could
possibly go wrong? BUTT-DIALING BASTARD
When Lenny Ludwitz gets a call from a mysterious
stranger, he knows that he's totally f*cked. After
going round and round with the knucklehead caller,
Lenny and his trio of halfwit friends come to the only
conclusion that they can--that the call, indeed, is
originating from his bunghole. THE WOULD BE
ASSTRONAUT He's going to be the first man on the
moon, dagnabbit, and he's going to do it without the
aid of a space suit or even a space ship. FLOOFED
AT 40,000 FEET It's a swell day aboard Crampton
Airways Flight 007 until a passenger decides to
follow his heart (and nose) out the airplane by
cracking open the emergency door. Before long,
others follow, chasing their dreams to certain death.
What exactly has gotten into them? ***BONUS!***
KEEPING WIND LATEN AND THE REST OF THE
WORLD AT BAY Great heavens, the armored
kingdoms are under attack! And King Krakken, the
domain’s irritable ruler, has an impossible decision.
Should he scramble the air ships and meet the
encroaching enemy head on or listen to his counsel
and hold firm? Either way, the green death is upon
him and it’s only a matter of time before he comes
face-to-face with the infamous Wind Laten.
Approximately 12,000 words.
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This delightfully, humorous story portrays several
adventures and mishaps of the main character,
Stinky Shoes, before teaching an important lesson:
Not all wishes are good wishes.
The stories in this book are almost Fairy Tales. But
not quite. They are Fairly Stupid Tales. What else
would you call a story like ?Goldilocks and the Three
Elephants?? In this hilarious retelling of familiar
tales, Jon Scieszka also includes the story of
Chicken Licken,? ?The Really Ugly Duckling,? ?The
Tortoise and the Hair,? ?Cinderumpelstiltskin,?
?Little Red Running Shorts,? ?Jack?s Bean
Problem,? and many more! Each story is
accompanied by funny color illustrations by Lane
Smith. The book warns that ?Anyone caught telling
these fairly stupid tales will be visited, in person, by
the Stinky Cheese Man.?
Who knew science could be so smelly??? This
innovative book is a complete exploration of the
olfactory system, with a side of gross-out hilarity.
First, it tackles the basics, from why things stink to
how our sense of smell works (hint: it has to do with
the six million scent receptors way up inside our
noses). Then, it moves on to some specifics such as
the link between smells and memories, some of the
stinkiest stinks on Earth, the chemicals smells are
made of and more! The eww! on every page is sure
to hold every young scientistÕs attention!
DO YOU LIKE MINECRAFT? DO YOU THINK
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FARTS ARE FUNNY? See what happens in the
wonderful world of Minecraft when Steve can't stop
farting. Are the Creepers and zombies terrified - or
attracted - to Steve's toxic smell? Can Steve find a
way to overcome his flatulent issue, or will it get the
best of him in the end? Find out in this fun new
superhero series by PT Evans and Illustrated by
Jake Tashjian.Purchase both Stinky Steve 1 and 2
today for under $10!
C.1 KIRKLAND FUNDS. DEMCO. 4-28-2006,
$12.49.
A fun, interactive activity book based around the popular
theme of magic to engage and motivate young learners. This
book helps children to practise their addition and subtraction
skills, reinforcing what has been taught at school. The books
combine fun, magical characters and fantastic illustrations
with National Curriculum- focused activities. *Motivating
activities based on the KS1 National Curriculum *Step-bystep learning introduced by fun characters *Includes gold
stickers to reward achievement
Larry Barnes has a remarkable and dangerous power: he can
create his own portal through the multiverse. Now he must
choose between returning to Earth or saving Terra—and the
girl he loves—and discovering his true home. In this epic
coming-of-age sequel to TERRA, Earth-born Larry Barnes
discovers his ability to move through the mulitverse via a
portal of his own creation. A powerful and dangerous ability,
Larry seeks the council of a priest named Affron, who has the
same ability. But when Larry discovers Affron has
disappeared from Terra, he risks following him to Elysium,
leaving his friend Palta behind. Palta, meanwhile, joins the
rebellion against the new rulers of Terra, who turn out to be
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cruel and greedy tyrants while all the time longing for Larry to
return to her. In pursuing Affron, Larry arrives in a world
called Elysium, a refuge for others with the same power,
which for many of them has been a mixed blessing. Years
have passed, he is a young man now, misses Palta, and
knows his family on Earth must think him long dead. Larry
makes a courageous and risky decision to return to Terra, to
rejoin Palta, to fight to return the priests to power and undo
the damage of the past. Risking his life for Terra and for
Palta, Larry struggles to answer a lifelong question: Where is
home? Publisher Note: Contains mild violence and is most
appropriate for readers 13+. Fans of Octavia Butler, John
Dreese, John Birmingham and Marc Stiegler as well as David
R. Bernstein will enjoy The Portal Series. The Portal Series
PORTAL TERRA HOME
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: Bill Brady is tired of feeling
left out by his talented classmates. So, one day he boasts
that he is entering his guinea pig into an animal talent
contest. The trouble is, he hasn't got a guinea pig—let alone
one that can do tricks. Can Stinky, his next door neighbor’s
pet, save the day?
Of the 17,000-plus players who have donned major league
uniforms over the years, not all were particularly nice or
ethical. In fact, the actions of a handful were so heinous, they
left an indelible mark on the sport. Spanning nearly three
centuries of baseball, Baseball’s Most Notorious
Personalities: A Gallery of Rogues examines with detail this
dark side of our National Pastime.
Gladys the gorilla is tired of eating nothing but bananas, until
the day she smells something wonderful that lures her from
the zoo in search of a new treat. Includes a recipe for banana
bread.
Can you believe it? Four more stinky stories have squeaked
out, including these ghastly ghost turds: PUT ANOTHER
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FART IN THE JUKEBOX, BABY When Brad Blemmings
meets his blind date at Fifty Something, a retro shake and
burger joint, he's not sure what to expect. But the goth beauty
Maimah is quite a handful, and then there's the matter of the
farting jukebox in the corner... PEDO FLAMBÉ When an old
man hobbles into the Palazzio and demands his favorite dish,
the peculiar Pedo Flambé, the wait staff isn't sure what to
make of it. "I'm sorry, sir, but we don't have such a thing on
our menu." His baby-faced waiter Zach Spitz frowns. "You
sure about that?" The old man slaps down a $100 bill. "Of
course, sir. Right away, sir!" Zach's manager snatches up the
bill and runs back to the kitchen. FART LOVER SUPREME
Kimberly Grant is ruthless, and wants a taco. Thankfully,
she's found a sucker to give it to her. Big time! DON'T
COUNT YOUR CHICKEN FARTS BEFORE THEY HATCH
When Miles Puggsley spends his last dollar on a carton of
empty eggs, he realizes he's reached rock bottom and the
end is near. But there's a basement to the misery he now
endures, especially for the once proud DMV specialist turned
exorcist. Can a band of wild chicken farts change his
fortunes? No, probably not. BONUS: THE HAIRIEST BUTT
The search for the hairiest butt on Venus leads to explosive
results. Approximately 15,500 words.
Follow your nose to a hilarious Stink-fest no kid will want to
miss! GROSS ME OUT! STINK-O! SKUNKSVILLE! Stink
Moody’s class is going on a field trip to the Gross-Me-Out
exhibit at the science museum, and he can’t wait to see the
Vomit Machine, the Burp-O-Meter, and the Musical Farts.
Best of all, when he gets to the Everybody Stinks exhibit,
Stink discovers that his very own nose has amazing sniffing
abilities -- and he learns that some people have real jobs
sniffing stuff for NASA! Soon the junior olfactory wiz is
engrossed in toilet water, corpse flowers, and all things
smelly, and he and Sophie of the Elves are set to go toe-toPage 8/15
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toe in a stinky sneaker contest. Will Stink’s fetid footwear be
foul enough to earn him a Golden Clothespin Award? Stink’s
loyal fans will be holding their breath for his latest outrageous
solo adventure.
Third-grader Zeke's soccer experience is proving to be a
disaster--all of his friends are on a different team, while his
team is dominated by a bully who hogs the ball and knocks
down anyone who gets in his way.

Jim Benton brings on the humor in a brand-new line
of board books! In Five Stinky Socks, one silly
monster searches his house for his five super stinky
socks! 1 stinky sock. I'll tell you why it stinks. I used it
to wash dirty dishes in the kitchen sink. 2 stinky
socks. I found one in my shoe. It's black and white
just like a skunk and smells as bad--pee-eww! Jim
Benton, the international bestselling author and
illustrator of Dear Dumb Diary, presents a clever,
rollicking new board book program that will leave
toddlers wide-eyed and laughing.Fans of Sandra
Boynton will rejoice in this fresh line of funny stories!
Each board book features: - Hilarious stories based
on early concepts - Endearing characters - Young,
bold, colorful artwork
Discover the fantasy novels that have earned raves
from George R. R. Martin and Maze Runner author
James Dashner, won a Locus Award and an Alex
Award, and claimed best-of-the-year honors in Time,
The Washington Post, and BuzzFeed. From a
crippled slave whose appearance belies his
dangerous ambitions, to “a girl who makes Katniss
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Everdeen look like Dorothy” (Chicago Tribune), an
unforgettable cast of characters populate this
addictive series, now together in one epic ebook
bundle: HALF A KING HALF THE WORLD HALF A
WAR Prince Yarvi has vowed to regain a throne he
never wanted. But first he must survive cruelty,
chains, and the bitter waters of the Shattered Sea.
And he must do it all with only one good hand. Born
a weakling in the eyes of his father, Yarvi is alone in
a world where a strong arm and a cold heart rule. He
cannot grip a shield or swing an axe, so he must
sharpen his mind to a deadly edge. Gathering a
strange fellowship of the outcast and the lost, he
finds they can do more to help him become the man
he needs to be than any court of nobles could. But
even with loyal friends at his side, Yarvi learns that
his path may end as it began—in twists, and traps,
and tragedy. Praise for the Shattered Sea series
“The Shattered Seas trilogy has worked its way into
a very exclusive group of my favorite fantasy novels
of all time. The pacing is perfect, the characters
deep and true and real, the world rich and authentic,
the plot full of twists and turns. Perhaps my favorite
part is that no one is purely good or evil: Each and
every character has layers upon layers that are a joy
to discover. I tore through all three books and truly
hope that someday Joe Abercrombie returns to this
magnificent, captivating world.”—James Dashner, #1
New York Times bestselling author of The Maze
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Runner “A fast-paced tale of betrayal and revenge
that grabbed me from page 1 and refused to let
go.”—George R. R. Martin, on Half a King
“Abercrombie’s Shattered Sea is a fantastic yet
believable backdrop to Yarvi’s struggle, a vivid
imaginary land.”—The Seattle Times, on Half a King
“An excellent page-turner . . . full of drama and
energy.”—New York Daily News, on Half the World
“Compelling . . . [Thorn] makes Katniss Everdeen
look like Dorothy.”—Chicago Tribune, on Half the
World “A fantasy for all ages, and all times, [that]
rends the soul as compulsively as anything
Abercrombie has written to date . . . Half a War is a
success in every way, putting a stupendous
capstone on the entire Shattered Sea
Trilogy.”—Tordotcom “Abercrombie piles on
shocking betrayals and charges his characters a
high price for vengeance in this powerful and fitting
final volume.”—Publishers Weekly, on Half a War
The ever imaginative Stinky Face is not at all sure
about starting school for the first time, so he has a
whole bunch of questions for his mama! What if the
school bus gest a flat tire? What if a spaceship lands
next to the jungle gym at recess? And what if all the
desks start flying around the classroom? But with
some reassuring answers from his always quickthinking mama, Stinky Face soon realizes that going
to school might be more fun than he ever thought
possible. A magical, charming first day of school
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story Stinky Faces everywhere will adore--from the
creators of the bestselling I Love You, Stinky Face.
A mother and child discuss how the mother's love
would remain constant even if her child were a
smelly skunk, scary ape, or bug-eating green alien.
On board pages.
Alfie Wolfe's feet stink! And they may cost the Hound
Hotel a client, namely Ms. Snoot and her energic
Labrador retriever, Stanley. But after gleefully rolling
in dead fish, Stanley may give Aflie's feet a run for
their money. Stinky fun awaits!
The Wacky Farm animals try and run away from a
smelly egg but there's nowhere to go until the egg
hatches. Curious little hands lift the flaps to find out
who pops out of the egg. Full color.
Book 3 in the Smelly Trolls series. Brawnulator
Powerknees picks other people’s noses, smells like
mutated tuna and eats small children. He is the
strongest, fastest, most desirable man on the planet
– to a troll. When Rufus and his friends go on a
skiing holiday to the Craggle Alps, they have no idea
that the Winter Trollympics – the biggest sporting
event of the troll calendar – is taking place nearby.
Sporting a wide variety of dangerous athletes,
including Brawnulator, the Winter Trollympics is a
hazardous place for children to be. But an avalanche
blocks the railway line, leaving Rufus and his friends
stranded amongst the hungry beasts. A slippery, icy
adventure packed with hideous trolls, winter sports
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and lots and lots of snotacular calamities.
Earl is a crazy, stinky cat that indeed needs a bath.
When he meets a new friend, he finds a family. Filled
with bright illustrations and funny rhymes, the book
will make you smile and make you laugh.
Presents riddles, games, puzzles, and word and
mathematical quizzes in a graphically gross book
where farts, boogers, and burps are the items used
in the answers.
Continuing the Read & Bloom line for newly
independent readers comes a delightfully funny, boyfriendly series . . . Can Stinky Spike sniff out a
missing royal pup? Stinky Spike and Captain
Fishbeard are thick as thieves and ready for
adventure! That is, until they're captured! When
Princess Petunia offers Spike a chance to find her
lost puppy and free the Driftwood's crew, Spike is the
top dog for the job. How hard could it be to find a
fluffy royal pooch?
Jason Birchall's been bragging all week about his
science fair project--alfalfa sprouts growing in a
carpet square! But on the morning of the fair, Jason's
super sprouts are missing. Will Miss Hershey give
him a big, fat zero? And why does Eric Hagel look so
sneaky?Then, during P.E., globs of rotten-smelling
cheese show up in the Cul-de-sac Kids' sneakers.
Who would make such a stink? And why?
Continuing the Read & Bloom line for newly
independent readers comes a delightfully funny, boyPage 13/15
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friendly series . . . Meet Stinky Spike! Ahoy! When
this shipyard pup gets lost at sea, he's rescued by a
crew of stinky pirates led by Captain Fishbeard.
Spike must prove to the captain he can be a real
pirate. Luckily, Stinky Spike has the best nose on the
seven seas, and he uses it to sniff out all kinds of
treasure. But what happens when Spike's sense of
smell leads him to some very strange loot?
Pepper and Jake love herding sheep in the little
valley where they live. But there's a problem— a big
problem. Urk, a giant who lives on a nearby
mountain, is big and stinky and doesn't care that
dumping dirty laundry water in the nearby stream
causes a flood down below every single week. So
Pepper and Jake hike to Urk's mountaintop lair to
confront him. But there's no reasoning with a giant,
especially one who gives cryptic puzzles to solve. If
the kids can solve it, Urk will move away. If not,
Pepper and Jake (and their sheep) will be the
featured ingredients in Urk's next bowl of smelly
soup!
The high school’s star pitcher is missing his lucky
socks, and his pitching is going to pieces! Can
detective duo Milo and Jazz find the thief—before the
big game? (Super Sleuthing Skills: Observe, Think
Logically, Draw Conclusions)
"Oztrailer" has mysteriously turned into a nation of
brain-eating zombies. The nation's only hope is
Stinky Squad, a motley collecti on of loser teens who
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have developed revolting superpowers such as acid
vomit, wallmelting farts and super-sticky pimple pus.
A cracking pace and even a touch of romance. But
scratch deeper and this book also resonates with
powerful themes: social justice, racism, bullying and
much more. "A fart-fest with a surpassingly warm
heart. Stench is an inspired character." Sally
Rodgers, children's author.
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